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Abstract : This article examines the telling of ghost stories of Indigenous Australians 
who were removed from their families during Australia’s assimilation era. Known as 
the Stolen Generations, this group of people, were subjected to institutionalisation, 
adoption, and forced removals from their families, communities and Aboriginal 
country. In many of my ethnographic encounters with Stolen Generations, I was 
steadily drawn into their world of ghosts and hauntings. This article reflects on the 
challenge for the ethnographer in thinking with and through such encounters with the 
uncanny. It asks how we should approach the ghost as a real entity as well as a 
metaphorical, interpretative lens through which to understand the transgenerational 
trauma and suffering inflicted by settler colonial violences. 
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Introduction: Conversing with the Ghostly 
 
“Tell her the story about the hand.” 
“No, I cannot, hush, hush. That is only for us.” 
“No, tell her, please, it is alright, she is a good one.” 
Two sisters are arguing in front of me and some of their Stolen Generation friends. 
We are gathered together at the site of a former institution for Aboriginal children 
drinking coffee, and eating light, crumbling fairy cakes. “It is ok, really, if Vera does 
not want to tell me, then that is fine.” I smile, wandering off for a minute, camera in 
tow. Click, snap, click. The sisters continue to argue. I hear snippets about secrets, 
and ghosts, hauntings and protection. I wander back to the group, fearing my 
precious coffee will cool. “She is going to share with you - the story of the hand.” 
Smiles circle around me as we sit on the grass. The women become little girls again 
as the rapture and giddiness becomes contagious. “Hush, hush. If Vera is to share 
this story again, we must listen carefully.” “Hush, hush. It used to come at night.” 
The other girls nod in agreement. “It used to creep across our beds, the hand. Grab 
us, choke us, hurt us, the hand.” I stare across the rusted hills. The image of little 
girls alone in a cold, loathsome dormitory is all I can focus on. They tell me how they 
used to snuggle together, three or four to a bed, to keep warm, and to ward off the 
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phantoms of the night. The image of the hand circles around us. Fear replaces 
laughter and smiles are drowned by anxious sighs. We sit in the sun with the 
memories of long lonely nights floating above us.  
Fieldnote diary  
  
 
 
 

The ‘story of the hand’ conjures a fearful image of ghostly night-time comings and 

goings in an institution for Indigenous Australian children removed from their families 

and communities (Stolen Generations). I first heard the story of the hand when 

travelling with a number of Aboriginal women to the institution where they had spent 

a good proportion of their childhood. Together with the women, I spent the day visiting 

significant sites from their childhood memories, ending finally with a visit to the 

institution itself, now functioning as a bible college (Murphy 2012). Having spent the 

day attending reconciliation meetings and visiting sites of importance, we moved 

around the institution with the women pointing to sites of deep affect and significance; 

such as a well, a tree under which they would sit and dream about their mothers, and 

then to the space where their dormitory once stood. In the intensity of this return to this 

complex place, an institution that was at once home and a site of trauma, the story of 

hand was told to me. It continues to linger, even haunt my relationship as an 

anthropologist to a field-site beleaguered with the complexities of trauma and suffering.   

   In this article, we meet many different kinds of ghosts, those that act as emotional 

suggestions of loss, who signal and alert us to the eroding presence of the unaddressed 

trauma of settler colonial violence. We also meet less ominous kinds of ghosts, those 

whom my research participants referred to as ancestral presences and sometimes, as ‘a 

group of Aboriginal men.’  These were welcome ghosts present in order to protect and 

watch over young Aboriginal children living in an institution for Aboriginal children. 

In relaying these ghost stories, it is not my intention to conflate such ghosts and stories 
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of haunting–it is more to underline how ghosts are understood and used both in real and 

metaphorical terms by my research participants, who identify as members of the Stolen 

Generations, and finally, to conceptualise what that might mean for the ethnographic 

writing project. Such encounters with ghost stories have led me as an anthropologist to 

try to understand the relationship between ghosts and their witnesses, the structures 

through which such ghosts are experienced and indeed, the impact on those who are 

asked to bear further witness to them. It has also encouraged reflection on the role of 

such responses in the decolonising anthropology project.  

      The presence of sentient beings in the form of ancestors is well noted as a normative 

aspect of the everyday life experience and world-view of Indigenous communities 

(Read 2003). However, for my research participants, many of whom were removed 

from their Aboriginal families as babies and toddlers, such a way of being in the world 

is something that many have only come to understand as adults as and when they began 

the process of reconnecting with their Aboriginal identity and families. Contemporary 

Aboriginal communities often straddle two worlds (Ginsburg 2018), but Stolen 

Generations, removed from their families and communities, often find themselves 

caught between two worlds (Read 1999; Cowlishaw 2012), they are the doubly 

displaced of Indigenous Australians, and so too, it would appear, are their ghosts. The 

majority of my research participants who identify as Stolen Generations were removed 

from their Aboriginal families and communities as babies or toddlers in the 

1940s/1950s, most spent their entire childhoods with one another in three particular 

institutions in New South Wales, others were adopted into white/non-Indigenous 

families1. In the main, my research participant’s contact with their Indigenous families 

and communities was quite minimal until they reached adulthood when they attempted 

to trace their families and communities. Reconnecting with family and community, 
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however, is an ongoing challenge for many members of the Stolen Generations 

(Murphy 2011) and many never full reconnect with Aboriginal worlds. Much of this is 

reflected in my research participant’s everyday (sometimes uneasy) unpicking of 

Aboriginal worldviews as adults, including how they themselves experience, view and 

interpret the ghostly.  

     Herein, I draw on the lens of Freud’s uncanny (1919) to understand the complexities 

of the ghostly in the context of Stolen Generation’s interpretation of their worlds and 

the impact of these engagements on the ethnographic project.  For Freud (1919), the 

uncanny, ‘unheimlich’ is the defamiliarisation of the familiar through the return of 

something repressed at an individual or collective level. The notion of the ‘uncanny’ 

has a particular valence for Stolen Generations who move and have been moved 

between Indigenous and non-Indigenous worlds, and who, in their most ambiguous of 

political subjectivities, shift between different positionalities in their interpretation of 

their experiences of the uncanny. Like many kinds of ghost stories, Stolen Generation’s 

ghost stories straddle the lines between reality and unreality, and Indigenous and non-

Indigenous positions, in a way that shores up numerous ethico-political dilemmas. 

      Such encounters with the ghosts and ghost stories of our research participants 

begets, therefore, the question of how we as anthropologists should confront, negotiate 

and deal with the ‘really real’ (Geertz 1973: 112) ghostly encounters of some of our 

research participants. This article opens with a reflection, in fact a ghost story, from a 

tattered field-note book crammed with many such stories. This particular ghost story 

tells of childhood imaginings of ghostly hauntings, and I relay it to highlight the 

intimate and complex relationship that my research participants have with their 

personal traumas, the haunting and cyclical character of traumatic experience, and the 

adversity of loss but also the force of certain continuities. Herein, I also relay other 
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stories about ancestral presences in order to think through the challenge of the 

ethnographic and writing encounter with other people’s ghosts, particularly given that 

for many of my research participants these ghosts are very real presences in their lives. 

As ‘merchants of astonishment’ (Geertz 1984: 275), ghost-hunting anthropologists face 

innumerable challenges in their research and writing.  That we can imagine having a 

relationship with such ghosts, even that they seem to exist as part of a different and 

more flexible ontology, is what makes their presence and subsequent analysis all the 

more challenging.  

    In Nietzche’s famous aphorism on the abyss, he warned that ‘he who fights with 

monsters should be careful lest he thereby becomes a monster. And if thou gaze long 

into an abyss, the abyss will also gaze into thee’ (Nietzsche 1844-1900). What is 

terrifying about engaging such ghosts is that it is akin to staring into Nietzche’s abyss, 

indeed, such entities seemingly have their own agency and unpredictability in their 

speaking of and to Stolen Generations and Aboriginal ways of being in the world or the 

ongoing traumas of the settler-colonial encounter. Stolen Generation’s ghosts and their 

subsequent analysis thus bring uncomfortable truths and public secrets, a folding hall 

of mirrors; it is this predicament that we must manage in our ethnographies of the 

uncanny in putative postcolonial settings.  

 

Spectral Contexts: Australia’s Stolen Generations 

 

After years of societal silence on the issue of Australian Aboriginal child removal, a 

commission of inquiry was conducted, resulting in the Australian Human rights and 

Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC) tabling one of the most shocking and painful 

reports that Australia had ever seen on May 26th, 1997. The Bringing Them Home 
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(1997) report was the result of months of consultations right across the continent of 

Australia. It established that between the years of 1910 until the late 1970s, between 

one in three and one in ten Indigenous children, were forcibly removed from their 

families. The Commission listened to 535 stories of removal, abuse, loss, and 

continuing pain and trauma, and had access to nearly a thousand more in written form. 

Intense debate followed the tabling of the report about the nature of the removals, the 

policies and historical motivations of those involved in the removals, as well as the 

language deployed by the report to describe the widespread removal of mixed heritage 

Aboriginal children (as cultural genocide or ethnocide) (see Haebich 2000; Manne 

2001; Moses 2004; Read 1996;1999;2003).       

        Coming to the field a number of years after the tabling of the report meant arriving 

into a context radicalized through activism, campaigning, the discourse of 

reconciliation, and human rights, and a deep desire for reparation and healing. I 

conducted fieldwork for a period of two years (2003-2005), with a number of repeat 

field visits in 2009 and 2016. Fieldwork was mainly conducted through an organization 

(now defunct) called the National Sorry Day Organisation and a number of local 

reconciliation groups. While I was based in New South Wales, I also travelled to 

Queensland, South Australia, Victoria, ACT, and Central Australia to interview and 

track a number of different memorial projects as well as to attend various Stolen 

Generations’ events, commemorations, conferences, and reunions. My research was 

conducted at a time of dramatic change for members of the Stolen Generations, where 

the Bringing Them Home report made possible the public speaking out of the personal 

pain of removal. Fuelled by questions about the meaning and value of the past for all 

members of society, Australians were beginning to engage with the politics of pain in 

a way that engendered a frank consideration of justice, truth, and reparations.  
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        My field-site therefore was one where reunions to the sites of former institutions, 

memorial projects, reparations campaigns, demands for an apology (Murphy 2009), and 

attempts to re-unite with culture, language and kin were all modalities of seeking 

healing and legitimization (Murphy 2017). The reconciliation process in Australia also 

created a space where Stolen Generations began to return to the sites of former 

institutions (Murphy 2011). I attended a number of these reunions and they were 

important emotional and ethnographic encounters with both my research participants 

and the larger politics of the field. Going on these trips and to various events with 

members of the Stolen Generations provided occasions to listen to many stories about 

the experience of being removed and institutionalized or adopted. Stories of forcible 

removal, stories of institutionalization, stories of abuse, of the ineffability of loss (but 

also many stories of hope, of moving forward) became core and pivotal to my research 

journey (Murphy 2015). 

    Many of these stories, in particular, the very many ghost stories that my research 

participants shared with me, brought us (in our research encounter) to a very particular 

kind of threshold space, wherein the boundaries between reality and the unknown (or 

the phenomenal and the noumenal) were blurred, perhaps the kind of ‘intersubjective 

in-between’ of which Michael Jackson (2013: 11) writes. It is in this ‘in-betweeness’ 

of the ethnographic encounter that the unwieldiness, even slipperiness of the ghost 

becomes most apparent, in both its realness to my research participants, and in its 

potency as an interpretational form for understanding the impact of settler colonial 

violence. This is what makes any interpretation of the story of the hand so challenging. 

The story was told slowly, reluctantly at first. Standing with the women by an empty 

space with one lady outlining the structure of the dormitory, one of my closest research 

participants said ‘oh tell her the story of the hand’. The lady was quickly silenced. En 
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masse, we continued to the kitchen where the owners of the bible college had prepared 

food and drink for us. Sitting in the sunshine on a small hill to the back of the institution, 

I was slowly invited into the circle of women and their stories of haunting began. Such 

stories persist in my reflections and writings. Indeed, Avery Gordon (2011:1) tells us 

that ghosts insist on ‘something-to- be- done’; in our encounters with them they 

mobilise us to look at the world of our research participants from very different angles. 

In terms of what they evoke, they also encourage a project of ethnographic response as 

political critique (Biehl and MacKay 2012). 

     There is, of course, also a futurity to ghosts; some ask us to pay heed to how the 

absences and losses of past will unravel the lifeworlds of subsequent generations. This 

is visible most critically in the context of this work with the increased rate of removal 

of Aboriginal children in contemporary Australia, now dubbed the new Stolen 

Generations. Indeed, Derrida (1994) reminds us of this generational trajectory by telling 

us that every ghost is haunted by ghosts of its own, and the stories herein highlight how 

survivors of trauma inhabit a shadowy world not of their own making, where the telling 

and retelling of ghost stories becomes a way of negotiating, and sometimes even 

reconciling with trauma and suffering. More specifically, in the context of 

‘postcolonial’ understandings of the ghost, Indigenous categories of the spirit or 

ancestor world are often conflated or intermeshed with western constructions of the 

ghost and haunting (Read 2003; Gelder and Jacobs 1998). The question remains, 

however, for this anthropologist of what kinds of truths my research participants were 

hoping that I would glean from such stories. What, ultimately, was the purpose of this 

intimate sharing?   

Reading the Ghostly 
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Ghosts and ghost stories have long been part of what Boyd and Thrush (2011: ix) call 

a ‘colonial fantasy.’ However, ghost stories told by members of the Stolen Generations 

have received scant attention in the wider literature on the relationship between 

haunting, ghosts, and colonialism (see Peter Read 2003). The ghost stories I was told 

during my fieldwork were masterpieces of loss and longing calling for the witness to 

engage in an act of imaginative sympathy and ultimately, a kind of ethico-political 

response.  Stephen Muecke (2016) in his work on fictocriticism remarks that 

‘encounters with alterity can be like engines for the production of concepts’ (Muecke 

2016: xv).  Indeed, the notion of ghosts and haunting proves Muecke’s point; ghosts 

exist or are called upon in order to negotiate, understand, maybe even validate when 

there is a surplus of trauma, suffering and memory.  

   Ghosts are undoubtedly widely conceptualised in academic literature with Freud’s 

(1919) sense of the uncanny and Derrida’s (1997) provocative ‘hauntology’ featuring 

large. The literature on ghosts has tended to be dominated in recent years by Derrida’s 

concept of hauntology, which inspired the so called ‘spectral turn,’ as well as Avery 

Gordon’s (1997) important work Ghostly Matters.  Much of the literature tends to see 

ghosts as indexical of collective trauma(Bear 2008; Carsten [ed.] 2008;Feuchtwang 

2009 & 2010; Kwon 2008; Mueggler 2001) others seek to examine the context of 

culture, cognition and language (Delaplace 2009; Déléage 2007; Taylor 1993; Pons 

2002). Fewer studies, however, attempt to grapple with the ghost as a real, haunting 

entity, with the exception, in particular, of work by Paul Stoller (2014 ) and others 

(Sconce 2000; Chéroux 2004).  A large body of work exists which examines ghosts as 

concrete manifestations of traumatic memory (see Bear 2008; Carsten [ed.] 2008; 

Feuchtwang 2009 & 2010; Kwon 2008; Mueggler 2001). Ghosts then serve a variety 

of purposes; therapeutic, performative, and political (to name but a few), and their 
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importance for those who encounter them in the ethnographic process should not be 

understated (Stoller 2014). 

    However, many of these approaches are not without their critics. Dylan Trigg (2012), 

writing about memory and place, critiques the widespread social constructivist 

approach and metaphorical usage of hauntology and ghosts in the social science 

literature. Trigg subsequently asks the important question of how scholars should deal 

with the ‘ghost as ghost’ (2012:287 ). He says:  

 
Rather our treatment of the ghost as a ghost means that we wish to remain open 
to the experiencing of a ghost as just that –a lived experience that assigns a 
supernatural category to natural phenomena (2012: 287). 

 
Heavily critical, therefore, of the use of the ghost as a second order or metaphorical 

concept deployed to the service of understanding the ghost as a symptom of something 

other (2012: 286); Trigg, instead, suggests a phenomenological approach to 

understanding the experience of being haunted. He argues that this approach should be 

constituted by conferring a reality upon the ghost and remaining open to its existence 

as a supernatural category while suspending all desires to treat the ghost as  

symptomatic of other things--rather than an entity in and of itself (2012: 287).  For 

Trigg, understanding the ghost as ghost, means not succumbing to ideological or 

aesthetic interpretations or usages of the ghost--but rather in a suspension of theory--he 

argues that we must confront the ghost in its ‘thingness,’ in order to give it voice. 

Trigg’s work does not invalidate the use of the ghost in an interpretive or constructivist 

fashion --but it asks us to recognise the ghost in its experiential fullness-- in its ‘agential 

realism’ (Barad 1999:7).2  

      Such an approach exists as an important counterpoint to the widespread social 

constructivist means of engaging with ghosts. But as Peter Read (2003), the Australian 

historian much celebrated for his work with members of the Stolen Generations points 
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out, work with ghosts can sometimes be seen as outlandish, beyond the remit of the 

scholarly scholar. It is here that that I circle back to the importance that the aesthetic 

frame of the uncanny holds in furthering our understandings of how some members of 

the Stolen Generations draw on their ghosts to articulate their experiences in the world. 

If  the uncanny is ‘associated with an experience of the threshold, liminality, margins, 

borders’ (Royle 2003:vii) then it provides a particularly apposite lens through which to 

think through the ghost stories my research participants shared with me. In his 1919 

essay, Freud constructs the uncanny thus: 

     An uncanny effect is often and easily produced by effacing the distinction 
between imagination and reality, such as when something that we have 
hitherto regarded as imaginary appears before us in reality, or when a symbol 
takes over the full functions and significance of the thing it symbolizes, and 
so on. (Freud 1919: 15) 

 
For Freud, the uncanny or unheimlich derives from the concept unhomely, something 

which should have remained secret but has somehow been revealed-the familiar made 

strange in many ways. He explains that the word heimlich means home, intimate, 

familiar, or indeed, something that is kept at home-secretive and hidden. It is at this 

point, that the notion of ‘heimlich’ coincides with its opposite, ‘unheimlich,’ meaning 

unhomely, uneasy or eerie-the return of the repressed. Many of my research participants 

who feel caught between Indigenous and non-Indigenous worlds inhabit what Rebecca 

Byrant (2016: 1) has called an ‘uncanny present’ which she describes as ‘moments 

when the present (…) becomes anxiously visceral to us as a moment caught between 

past and future.’ It is in and through this ‘uncanny present’ that some of my research 

participant’s ghost stories emerge to illuminate the challenge of lives lived liminally. 

      Documenting the uncanny in a context such as Australia is thus key to advancing 

our understandings of often challenging decolonisation processes. Ken Gelder and Jane 

Jacobs in their book Uncanny Australia: Sacredness and Identity in a Postcolonial 
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Nation (1998) highlight how the removal and destruction of Indigenous Australians 

was foundational to the creation of the Australian nation-state; the granting of land 

rights and the reconciliation movement served therefore as an unsettling reminder of 

how Australia was founded for many non-Indigenous Australians. Land rights operate 

thus as a kind of uncanny by defamiliarising home, place and nation-state. Faye 

Ginsburg (2018) conceptualises this even further in relation to Indigenous Australians 

as the ‘Indigenous uncanny’ which she posits as the distinctive ways Indigenous 

Australians connect to the uncanny both through a mode of relating to ancestral 

presences as well as an understanding of how the colonial past haunts and disrupts 

contemporary Indigenous lifeworlds. The story of the hand and the ancestors (and 

indeed, other ghost stories which I heard) have the possibility to operate at both of these 

levels; my research participants knew this too, living with and evoking the uncanny 

happened in many different ways and for different ends; sometimes therapeutic, 

sometimes political. There were, and continue to be, many reasons for their telling.  

 

The Story of the Hand and the Ethnographer’s Dilemma 

 
I was stolen from my family, my country –I lost everything, everything stolen from me 
and now only suffering. I tried to get back home, to meet my family –reconnect- my 
counsellor called it, but they didn’t want to know me. Only ghosts from my childhood-
a world I can never know.  
Amy, Stolen Generation.  
 
The women guided me around the former Aboriginal children’s institution as we visited 

together. Every so often, here and there, they beckoned to tell me a story from their 

childhood. We walked together sometimes in silence, sometimes to the click train of a 

relative’s camera, often in tears, and occasionally in laughter. Fragments of stories were 

told; here, a punishment took place; there, some other little girl reminded them on a bad 

day that they did indeed have a family somewhere out there. As we stood together, 
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outside in what was once a play-yard, Emily one of my closest research participants, 

told me that some-how she just somehow knew (tacitly) ‘Aboriginal ways’ as a young 

girl. She told me that she knew what local plants were medicinal, even though she had 

been removed from her family as a baby. Emily evoked her story in the form of a mystic 

connection to her Aboriginal identity and culture. She suggested that the spirit ancestors 

were there to guide her as she struggled with life as a member of the Stolen Generations, 

but that she only realised this much later as an adult. Emily was one of the women who 

did not want to repeat the story of the hand, she cried as it was told.   

       Stories of all kind filled our afternoon at the former institution for Aboriginal girls 

that day we visited together--some were putrid and harsh, others warm and loving. 

Some were memories, some were ghost stories. Some of these ghost stories were told 

to amuse, some to remember and teach and others to frighten; some were told with 

precipitous eloquence, others in half muted tones. While such stories informed many 

of my encounters and understandings of how these members of the Stolen Generations 

were making sense of the experience of removal, it took some time for me to fully 

engage with these stories as a form of sense-making about a traumatic past whether as 

an unwelcome, painful reminder or as value laden tools of resistance and 

empowerment, as well as a political statement about identity and belonging.  

         McEwan (2007:28) tells us that ghost stories and hauntings exist in the ‘interstices 

of social forces and lived experience; ghost stories, both oral and written, proliferate at 

times of social upheaval, where ghosts symbolise the fracturing of time and a 

disquieting present.’ In Australia, the ghost stories I was told by members of the Stolen 

Generations exist within these interstices. However, such stories present a particular 

dilemma for the ethnographer attempting to understand their telling, retelling, 

performance and ultimately, their meaning. While comfortable with my research 
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participant’s belief in ghosts, I was, nonetheless, confronted by such stories given their 

potentially ominous interpretations, and the women’s initial reluctance to openly tell 

the story of the hand. This story stays with me; even years later, I often reflect on what 

the women were trying to tell me. In creatively drawing me into the disquieting world 

of ghost stories, the women left me with a sense that their childhood was one enmeshed 

with the constant threat of loss and abuse. It also posed bigger issues for the 

ethnographer trying to make sense of the role of ghosts in understanding the women’s 

experiences of trauma and suffering. There is thus a critical ethico-political imperative 

for the ethnographer in bearing witness to these Stolen Generation’s narratives of 

haunting, which is the need to give these ghosts ‘a hospitable memory(...) out of a 

concern for justice’ (Labanyi 2002: 12).  In the context of the Stolen Generations, this 

concern for justice is anchored in the thematics of resistance, reconciliation (apology, 

reparation) and reconnection to kin, country and culture. Ghost stories such as the story 

of the hand thus open critical gaps which are both modes of speaking to as well as calls 

for action.  

         The story of the hand also signals something much more distressing for me. But 

how should it be interpreted–if at all? Instinctively and in the moment, I first bore 

witness to this story, it immediately conjured an image of the abuse so commonplace 

in many of  the institutions for Aboriginal children. In listening to its first telling, I no 

longer saw the elderly women I was with, but frightened little girls alone, night after 

night, subjected to loneliness and fear. Little girls missing their families, unsure of the 

future, never feeling safe, as little children should. Perhaps, I wondered, if it was the 

only way that a group of women sitting on a hill behind the institution could (many 

years later) communicate it to one another and finally, to me.  
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    While it is not my intention to reduce the hand to a mere metaphor and thus do a kind 

of violence to this story, I do want to use it as way of thinking about the kinds of spaces 

that the telling (and retelling) of these ghost stories open onto. The ghost stories 

appeared to be central in some of the women’s re-imagining of the institution, perhaps 

a way of articulating a terrible past. The complexities of living life in an ‘unhomely’ 

home, an institution for Aboriginal children, is evoked through the violence of the story 

of the hand, yet for many of my research participants this is the only home they can 

remember or identify with. In returning to their Aboriginal families and hence, home, 

many of the women from this institution found themselves despondent, not feeling at 

all ‘at home,’ rather, feeling out of place, once again displaced and unfamiliar. The 

women’s relationship with the uncanny in the form of these ghost stories therefore 

articulates the ‘in-between-ness’  that many of my research participants continue to feel 

as lives lived in an ‘uncanny present’ (Byrant 2016). In some ways, these ghost stories 

can be recast as a way of gaining rhetorical power in their inscription of  a rather potent 

kind of circularity between feelings of emplacement and displacement in their 

trajectories of belonging and home-seeking. So too, can the other stories I was told 

about the watchful presence of Aboriginal ancestors standing near a rusting outdoor 

toilet at this institution.  

 

 

 

Recalling the Ancestral Revenants: The Time is out of joint 

 
 
The stories of hauntings continue. One of the other girls chimes in with her memories 
of the ancestors. “We did not even know we were Aboriginal,” she tells us. “But yet 
somehow we were not afraid of the group of Aboriginal men who used to watch over 
us. If we needed to go to the bathroom in the middle of the night, we had to go 
outside. They would be there, waiting beside the cramped and rusted dunny. They 
were traditional Aborigines, dressed in old style clothing, with big long spears. I 
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know now that they were the ancestors. They were there to protect us, even though we 
did not know we were Aboriginal. And protect us they did, nothing bad ever happened 
to us on our way outside on those dark nights.”  
Fieldnotes 2003 

Sharing some salty chicken sandwiches and a hot pot of steaming tea during Michael’s 
lunch break, he tells me that he continues to be haunted by the ghosts of his past. I 
hesitate, I have gotten used to hearing tales of ghosts and hauntings over the course of 
my fieldwork. He smiles and adds that he is not crazy, Aboriginal people have a way 
with these things, “when I was a child I used to see my ancestors standing around the 
home painted in bright vibrant colours and holding spears”.  

Fieldnotes 2004  

Stories about Aboriginal Ancestors watching over members of the Stolen Generations 

were relayed with similar frequency to the story of the hand. While the story of the 

hand was a particularly sinister one and remained for the most part ‘un-interpreted’ by 

the women, this was not always the case in the context of stories about the ancestors. 

Both kinds of stories recapitulate tropes of loss and trauma, and point to the 

complexities of living life in an un-homely home re-producing thereby the uncanny 

sense of alienation that my research participants feel from both Indigenous and non-

Indigenous worlds, an alienation which to do some degree keeps them located in an 

‘uncanny present.’  

      Invoking the ancestors assumed many forms in differing locations. On one return 

car journey from Canberra to Sydney with some of my research participants, we began 

to discuss these stories of the ancestors. I was told of a photograph that was taken of 

them when they were young, in which the young girls spied an Aboriginal family sitting 

in the tree above their heads. When I asked of the photos’ whereabouts, I was told that 

they never acquired possession of it, and I left it at that. Stories about the ancestors were 

told with gravity and respect, a tone very different to that of the story of the hand. 

Indeed, I never doubted in my research participants’ firm belief that they had witnessed 

the watchful presences of their ancestors. Akin to Laura Bear’s (2008) Anglo-Indian 

research participants who also spoke of welcome ghosts, my research participants 
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connected these visitations to their identity, culture and history as Indigenous 

Australians; as children they understood these presences as watchful, protective elderly 

men, as adults they began to understand them as ancestors. This is especially poignant 

given how much loss members of the Stolen Generations have undergone with respect 

to their culture and traditions.  Evoking these spectral ancestries seemed then, at least 

for this group of Stolen Generations, to be a claim for an embedded genealogy, a 

repositioning and reclaiming of identity and belonging in Indigenous worlds.  

         Historical, postcolonial traumas such as Aboriginal child removal fuel a form of 

cultural bereavement which leads to alternative modalities of expressing loss and 

suffering. Avery Gordon reminds us that a ‘ghost is primarily a symptom of what is 

missing,’ representative of a loss of life or equally of a path not taken, what Gordon 

further characterizes as ‘furniture without memories’ (1997:4). Both the story of the 

hand and the many stories I heard about ancestral presences can be ‘read’ in this way. 

Both stories firmly demarcate the spaces of absence which mark the lives of many of 

the Stolen Generations whom I met. As many members of the Stolen Generations feel 

apart from the Indigenous cultures that they have been removed from, attempting to 

reconnect with their Aboriginal family and communities, relearn lost attachments, 

language and cultural ways is a key trope in their healing narratives (see Read 1996; 

Murphy 2011).   Recalling ancestral figures standing on a hill behind an institution for 

Aboriginal children is the kind of uncanny that opens up a space where as Laura Bear 

(2008: 58) tells us ‘an authenticity of history, family, and community’ is produced and 

felt because of the permeability of temporal flows wherein ‘the past and spaces are felt 

to act on you from the outside.’ The story of the ancestors ultimately offers a kind of 

at-homeness through the uncanny otherwise unavailable to many of my research 

participants.  
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     Like the story of the hand, the stories of ancestors can also be seen as a political 

expression of loss and trauma3, thereby fulfilling a number of roles: resistance, identity 

making, metaphor and meaning-making. The interpretive plurality of these ancestral 

presences is thus equally as complex as the story of the hand. One of my research 

participants puts it thus: 

You see I think they came here to look after us at night. They guarded over us 
and watched us. We might have been forced out of our culture-but the ancestors 
never forgot us. They are always there. 

 

The tales of the ancestors and the story of the hand exist in a neat juxtaposition, but 

both stories shore up the sense of separation and loss that members of the Stolen 

Generations feel. The story of the ancestors, however, reconfigures their sense of 

belonging to a group of people they felt both attached to and apart from. They are in 

the same moment a reflection of one’s identity and what one has indeed lost–thus 

emphasizing the uncanny experience of a threshold or liminal every-day.  Ultimately 

though, the watchful presences of the ancestors and their recalling signified that in spite 

of being removed from kith and kin, members of the Stolen Generations still had a right 

to belong and a place to belong to. These ancestral presences are ghosts which help to 

reclaim and possibly, even heal. 

 The Spectre at the Feast: In Defence of the ‘Really Real’ 

Ghosts are everywhere. Ghost is a concept for which there is no 
referent, no evidence, anywhere, any place, any time in the entire 
sweep of human experience, yet one that is vital in many cultures 
and perhaps in every culture since the Upper Paleolithic Age. 
Apparently, there is a powerful impulse within human 
imagination that flows inevitably to this unwarranted fiction.  
(Mark Turner 2004) 

 

The ghostly tale of the hand renders the experience of Aboriginal child removal 

political and ghastly in the same moment. The story of the ancestors brings another 
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kind of presence to my research participant’s engagement with the uncanny. In the 

absence of a critical language to evoke the workings of power, the tale of the hand and 

the stories of the ancestors and their analytical interpretation requires in Frazer’s terms 

a kind of ‘sympathetic magic’ that allows us to shift between the world as analyst and 

the world made through ‘hauntings, ghosts and gabs, seething absences, and muted 

presences’ (Gordon 1997: 21). In short, they encourage us also to consider the ghost as 

really real. The hand in its liminality, the ancestors in their watchful presence, all in 

their comings and goings into and out of the world of the young girls and their memory 

in later life, signals lifeworlds burdened with concerns for tradition, truth, memory, and 

of course, recovery. It moves us as witnesses between the real and the surreal thereby 

engendering more questions than answers. To whom did this hand belong? Why did it 

come to the institution night after night? Did it harm the little girls? Is the hand a ghostly 

metaphor or a real encounter with a ghost? Why were the ancestors present at the 

institution? Why were these girls, so disconnected from Aboriginal worlds, so 

comforted by the presence of these ancestral figures?  

        Any attempt to answer such questions evinces that ghosts, above all else, are 

anamorphic; their potency lying in their ability to translate, reinterpret, and reiterate 

how the past is perceived and used. Whether real or imagined, ghosts have the potency 

to affirm at least the continuity of life in the face of adversity; the fantasy of 

limitlessness in the face of lives lived within limits. One of the lingering questions from 

these encounters with my research participant’s ghosts and ghost stories is does this 

experience present a challenge to ethnographic authenticity or even, tell-ability? 

Having presented some of these ghost stories and ethnographic encounters with Stolen 

Generations at academic conferences, I am well aware of how ghosts are perceived in 

such contexts. But the challenge is, ultimately, in attempting to understand what it is 
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our research participants are doing when they share what are sometimes very intimate 

encounters with the uncanny. Ultimately, we need, as Nyce, Talja, and Dekkerall tell 

us in their conceptualisation of ghosts in the ethnographic project, to do as all good 

ethnographers should and: 

 turn the mirror back on ourselves and address not only the question 
of who holds the pen but what ontology are we committed to and what 
consequences this has for the kind of ethnography we wish to do 
(2015: 92) 
 

 Indeed, through this process, it is clear that testimony of or bearing witness to a 

traumatic past and the ghost story mutually implicate each other–both involve the 

acknowledgement of a difficult reality–one that outstrips our words to encompass what 

has happened–by a powerful figure that is present to the telling (the State and the ghost 

respectively). A sensory ethnography of the uncanny, however, can engage such 

challenges. 

        Much scholarly writing on ghosts is conducted by those who ‘proceed as though 

both our readers and our informants must equally subscribe to the logic that things like 

ghosts and witches do not really exist’ ( Nyce et al. 2015: 84). In so doing, we inflict 

an epistemic violence on our research participants, absenting and silencing them (and 

indeed, their ghosts) on a number of levels. Insofar as we as anthropologists try to 

compose the lives of others through our writing, even given that we and our participants 

live lives beyond any final telling, we cannot always do justice to their full humanity 

and range of encounters. Gelder and Jacobs (1998) remind us that ghost stories typically 

tell of tales of possession, of being possessed or possessing haunted things, but they 

argue that ‘the postcolonial ghost story speaks more directly about (dis)possession 

through its emphasis on visiting or on passing through’ (Gelder and Jacobs 1998: 188). 

This passing through, as the story of the hand and the watchful ancestral presences show 
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us, is one of negotiation and recognition for both my research participants and I, as 

ethnographer.  

         Perhaps it is here that understandings of the ghost as real and the ghost as 

metaphor might meet, a nexus point of symbolism, imagination, and partiality; Mark 

Turner’s (2004) ‘unwarranted fiction’ from the opening epigraph to this section. The 

story of the hand and the ancestors demands a more sensory ethnography of the uncanny 

(Pink 2015) thus becoming part of a burgeoning decolonial anthropology (Allen 2016). 

This ultimately could form part of what Julia Emberley (2015) in her work on the 

testimonial uncanny calls ‘a reparative episteme,’ which alongside Indigenous 

testimonial practices would facilitate an incorporation of ‘a multiplicity of ways of 

knowing that advance our critical understanding of the contemporary complexities of 

decolonization’ (Emberley 2015: x). Moving towards this kind of sensory ethnography 

of the uncanny means repopulating our writings with our research participants ghosts’ 

in ways that create the potential for them to become the ‘alternative figures of thought’ 

that (Biehl and McKay 2012: 1212) posit as necessary to give ethnography and 

anthropology more power as a form of political critique. Attending to the uncanny in 

this way, by embracing the fragments, splinters, and the ‘ precarious yet creative world-

making’ of our research participants can and should make ‘politics matter 

differently’(Biehl and McKay 2012: 1212) through a more profound understanding of 

how social suffering manifests. In the particular context of my work with members of 

the Stolen Generations, recognising the force of the uncanny in their lives, allows not 

only for more analytical and conceptual elaborations of their lifeworlds but connects to 

deeper understandings of the intergenerational impact of trauma, identity politics, and 

reconciliatory and reparative movements.  An ethnography of the uncanny in the 

context of Stolen Generation’s experiences thereby has the potential, following Michael 
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Jackson (2012: 222),  to speak to a politics of justice rather than pity; one which might, 

through near readings of ghost stories (as told, not as genre per se), have the power to 

suspend universal moral judgement-ultimately, bringing responsiveness to the 

responsibility of witnessing (2012:225) thereby engendering necessary and urgent 

ethico-political responses.  

    The motif of ghosts, then, is a frequently recurring one that informs our sense of how 

trauma impacts on and shapes the lives of survivors. Beginning a conversation with 

these ghosts is the beginning of a dialogue with truth, responsibility, and 

acknowledgement. For my research participants, moving through the storied archive of 

their lives, a repository of ghosts and haunting tales, and across the nascent landscape 

of home and ‘Aboriginal’ country, meant a confrontation with the past and the different 

kinds of ghosts embedded therein. In conversing with divergent emanations of the 

uncanny, even in their inhabiting of an ‘uncanny present’ (Bryant 2016), many of my 

research participants traced a trajectory of haunting which led them to a space where 

they could begin to finally speak publicly about their experiences. That is, ultimately, 

the power of confronting ghosts. 
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1 Individuals who identify as members of the Stolen Generations often have quite diverse experiences of removal, 
institutionalization or adoption, and indeed, reintegration into their families depending on when/how they were removed and where 
they were removed to, and indeed at what time period during the history of removal. It is not my intention to homogenize or 
conflate different personal narratives or histories in the writing of this piece. However, the group of people I conducted my research 
with, had very similar experiences in three particular institutions, much of this piece is constructed around their experiences of 
these institutions.   
2 “If our descriptive characterizations do not refer to properties of abstract objects or observation-independent beings but rather 
describe agential reality, then what is being described by our theories is not nature itself but our participation within nature” (Barad 
1999:7).  
 
3 By way of note, I do not intend here to conflate the different kinds of presences which Stolen Generations spoke to me about, 
some, as I have suggested, are material presences linked to ancestors, others are examples of unaddressed trauma.  
 

                                                 


